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Introduction: Acute exacerbations in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (AECOPD) lead to poor outcomes and increased burden 
for patients and healthcare systems. The Global Initiative for COPD (GOLD) includes specific recommendations for AECOPD 
interventions, discharge criteria, and follow-up. Aligning the AECOPD discharge letters (DL) with GOLD guidelines could facilitate 
dissemination of recommendations among general practitioners (GPs).
Purpose: This study was conducted to assess the compliance of DL with the GOLD recommendations in Croatia.
Methods: Pre-pandemic DL of patients presenting for AECOPD to emergency room (ER) were analyzed and stratified by clinical 
decision to hospitalize (HDL) or discharge patients for outpatient treatment (ERDL). Experienced pulmonologists checked the 
information from DL against guidelines by using online study-specific questionnaires.
Results: In total, 225 HDL and 368 ERDL were analyzed. In most cases, the GOLD ABCD categories (85% HDL, 92% ERDL) or the 
spirometry-based degree of severity (90% HDL, 91% ERDL) were not included. The number of AEs in the previous year was 
recorded, but the specific frequent exacerbator phenotype not explicitly stated. The AE phenotype was included in two thirds of HDL 
and one third of ERDL. The blood eosinophil count was frequently available, but not considered decision-relevant information. 
Adjustments of previous maintenance therapy, mostly escalation, were recommended in 58.4% HDL and 27.9% ERDL, respectively. 
Education on proper use of inhalers was recommended only in 15.6% of HDL. Smoking cessation measures were advised in 23.1% 
HDL and 7.9% ERDL; pulmonary rehabilitation in 35.6% HDL and 0.8% ERDL. Early follow-up was frequently advised (>50%), but 
rarely appointed.
Conclusion: Significant deficiencies in compliance with the GOLD guidelines were identified, translating into a missed opportunity 
for GPs to become acquainted with GOLD recommendations. These findings emphasize the necessity to increase compliance with 
guidelines first at specialist level and consequent standardization of DL.
Keywords: COPD, GOLD guidelines, acute exacerbation, discharge record

Introduction
For decades, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) has been placed among the leading causes of morbidity and 
mortality worldwide.1–3 Given the widespread exposure to risk factors for COPD, aging population and no disease 
modifying treatments, the COPD burden is expected to further increase.4,5 On these grounds, the Global Initiative for 
Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) was founded in 1998 aiming to provide clinicians with systematic, 
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scientifically sound recommendations for COPD management.6 The first GOLD report was published in 2001 and has 
been updated regularly since.6,7 This comprehensive state of the art document, also used in Croatia, provides an 
evidence-based framework for the outpatient and inpatient management of COPD patients.

The adoption of GOLD recommendations in clinical practice is challenging and significantly variable: in Germany, 
most lung specialists increased their adherence to updated guideline recommendations over time,8 but other reports 
across Europe were less enthusiastic.9–12 Moreover, the adoption of GOLD guidelines seems to be particularly 
insufficient in primary healthcare.13–18 These studies indicated that misdiagnosis, poor use of spirometry, insufficient 
symptom evaluation, and misalignment of treatment regimens with GOLD recommendations are common and primarily 
explained by the lack of awareness of the GOLD initiative.16,17 Non-adherence to guidelines has been shown to have 
significant negative repercussions on patients’ outcomes and healthcare systems.19,20 For many countries,21 including 
Croatia, where the basic care for patients with COPD is the task of family practitioners, these findings become 
particularly important.

Educational programs and local, concise guidelines based on GOLD have been cited in the literature as modalities to 
improve their uptake in primary care.13,17 Also, simpler solutions like automated tools assisting physicians in generating 
discharge recommendations using GOLD guidelines for patients admitted with acute exacerbations of their COPD have 
been explored, showing effectiveness in real-life that translated to improved patient’s care.22

To see to what extent the discharge letters (DL) issued for acute exacerbations in COPD (AECOPD) in Croatian 
hospitals follow the GOLD recommendations, we conducted this medical chart review study. To evaluate the adherence 
to GOLD recommendations, we checked the inclusion in the discharge records of specific information such as disease 
severity, outcomes, phenotype, inhaler treatments, and technique.

Methods
Study Design
This was a retrospective, observational study assessing the discharge records generated in emergency room (ER) or 
following hospitalization in 5 major academic teaching hospitals and 3 county hospitals in Croatia, in the pre-pandemic 
period October 2019 and February 2020. Based on the clinical decision to hospitalize or discharge the patients for 
outpatient treatment following the presentation to ER, the DL were classified into hospital DL (HDL) or ERDL. 
Consecutive HDL and ERDL were analyzed using questionnaires specifically designed by the authors of the present 
study. Only data from completely filled questionnaires were analyzed. Experienced hospital pulmonologists reviewed the 
DL and completed the study on-line questionnaires (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). The GOLD in use at the time of the 
study design was GOLD 2019.23

The study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki and its conduct was approved by the Ethics Committees of all 
participating hospitals (University Hospital Centre Zagreb, Zagreb; Clinical Hospital Dubrava, Zagreb; University 
Hospital Osijek, Osijek; Clinical Hospital Centre Rijeka, Rijeka; University Hospital Split, Split; Special Hospital for 
Pulmonary Diseases, Zagreb; Karlovac General Hospital, Karlovac; Dubrovnik General Hospital, Dubrovnik). No 
information allowing patient identification was collected. No informed consent was required because anonymized data 
from electronic medical records were used.

Study Questionnaires
The questionnaires collected data on patient demographics (sex, age), ER admission details (referral pathway, healthcare 
practitioner performing the initial examination in the ER and referral diagnosis), smoking status, COPD severity, 
comorbidities, previous COPD treatment, spirometry (history and forced expiratory volume [FEV1]), exacerbation 
history (previous 12 months before the current episode, previous AECOPD, and frequent exacerbator phenotype), current 
exacerbation details (symptoms, investigations performed, blood eosinophils information, treatment in ER), and other 
specific data (COPD stage, AE severity, AE etiology, blood eosinophils, probable phenotype of AE and education on 
inhaler use, treatments recommended at discharge and general recommendations made).
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The questionnaire collecting data from HDL included additional details on the current hospitalization for AE (reasons 
for hospital admission, unit, and duration of hospitalization, pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions and 
procedures, blood eosinophils, and hospitalization outcome).

Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics was used for data analysis. Categorical variables are presented as numbers and proportions (%), and 
continuous as mean and standard deviation (SD) or median and interquartiles (IQR) depending on the type of distribu-
tion. Statistical analysis was performed using MedCalc® Statistical Software version 20.027 (MedCalc Software Ltd, 
Ostend, Belgium; https://www.medcalc.org; 2022).

Results
In total, 593 DL with AECOPD as initial diagnosis were included in this analysis: 368 (62.1%) ERDL and 225 (37.9%) 
HDL. Except for the type of referral (almost half of hospitalized patients were brought by ambulance, while one third of 
the patients treated in the ER were referred via GPs), the rest of patients’ characteristics were similar among groups 
(Table 1).

The degree of severity (GOLD grades 1–4) and the ABCD category designation had a low reporting rate (<15% in 
HDL and <10% in ERDL) (Table 2). The severity of COPD as part of the final discharge diagnosis was stated in 25.8% 
of HDL and only 5.7% of ERDL. The number of AEs in the previous year was stated in around one third of HDL and 
ERDL. The phenotype of the frequent exacerbator (FE) was not explicitly specified in any DL; however, based on 
available data about AEs in the previous year, 33.3% of the hospitalized patients and 19.6% of those discharged from ER, 
respectively, could have been classified as having FE phenotype (ie, at least 2 AEs in the previous year). The severity of 
current AECOPD was rarely pointed out in the leading discharge diagnosis, especially in ERDL. In the ERDL, the AE 
etiology (phenotype) was reported in 33.7% of ERDL and 62.2% HDL. Using the data reported, the AE phenotype could 
be determined in almost all HDL.

The number of blood eosinophils (Eos) was frequently specified, but eosinophilia was rarely pointed out as important 
information. The median Eos count was 34 (IQR 0–116.5) cells/μL in hospitalized patients (43.6% <100 Eos, 15.3% 
100–300 Eos, and 6.1% >300 Eos), and 107 (IQR 30–130) cells/μL (22.6% <100 Eos, 38.4% 100–300 Eos, and 17.9% 
>300 Eos) in patients discharged from ER.

Overall, around 10% of patients (12.0% of hospitalized and 8.4% of patients discharged from ER) were not receiving 
any COPD medication prior to hospital/ER admission. Adjustments of previous maintenance therapy were often 
recommended in hospitalized patients, mainly escalation to triple therapy (TT) and reductions of inhaled corticoster-
oids/long-acting beta-agonists (ICS/LABA), LAMA (long-acting muscarinic antagonists) and LABA/LAMA 

Table 1 Characteristics of the Study Population

Variables Total (N=593) ER Treated Group (N=368) Hospitalized Group (N=225)

Female, n (%) 222 (37.4) 139 (37.8) 83 (36.9)

Mean age (SD), years 70.8 (9.1) 70.6 (9.3) 71.2 (8.9)
Duration of COPD (SD), years 8.8 (7.2) 8.1 (6.0) 9.9 (8.7)

Smoking status, n (%)

Active 199 (33.5) 117 (31.8) 82 (36.4)
Ex-smoker 223 (37.6) 136 (37.0) 87 (38.7)

Never smoker 71 (12.0) 44 (12.0) 27 (12.0)

Referral to ER, n (%)
Ambulance 163 (27.5) 61 (16.6) 102 (45.3)

GP 145 (24.5) 120 (32.6) 25 (11.1)

Pulmonologist 27 (4.6) 15 (4.1) 12 (5.3)
Own initiative 195 (32.9) 131 (35.6) 64 (28.4)

Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ER, emergency room; GP, general practitioner; SD, standard deviation.
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recommendations (Figure 1A). In patients discharged from ER, adjustments of previous therapy were less frequent, with 
reductions in ICS/LABA and LABA/LAMA and increases in TT recommendations at discharge (Figure 1B). Overall, one 
fifth (18.2%) of DL had no treatment recommendations (7.2% of HDL, and 25.0% of ERDL).

The type of inhaler used was indicated in 50.7% of HDL and 68.7% of ERDL, while the change of the type of inhaler 
was suggested in a third of HDL and 15.5% of ERDL, respectively. The inhalation technique was recorded as checked in 
one fifth of hospitalized patients (18.7%), and education on the proper use of inhalers was recommended in 15.6% of 
patients. Education on the proper use of inhalers was suggested only in 4.3% of discharge letters.

Pulmonary rehabilitation was recommended in one third of hospitalized patients and <1% of patients discharged from 
ER, but only 4 hospitalized patients (<2%) received an appropriate referral for scheduled rehabilitation. Although rarely 
recommended, vaccination was advised only in case of hospitalized patients (8.9% against influenza, 1.8% against 
pneumococcus). Early follow-up (2-week) was advised in two thirds of HDL, and a referral was issued in almost half of 

Table 2 Specific Items of Interest Stated in Discharge Letters and Used to Assess the Adherence to the GOLD 
Recommendations. All Results are Expressed as Percentages (%)

Variables Total (N=593) ER Treated Group 
(N=368)

Hospitalized Group 
(N=225)

COPD severity

Severity of COPD (GOLD grades 1,2,3,4) 9.1 8.7 9.8

Category of COPD (GOLD A,B,C,D) 10.9 8.4 15.1

Severity of COPD in final discharge diagnosis 13.2 5.7 25.8

Severity of current AE as leading discharge diagnosis 7.3 1.4 16.9

Phenotypes

Phenotype of AE 44.5 33.7 62.2

Number of AEs in the previous year 34.4 31.5 39.1

Frequent exacerbator (FE) phenotype 0 0 0

Available data to determine FE phenotype 23.1 19.6 33.3

Blood Eos finding 61.3 54.6 72.4

Comment on Eos as decision-relevant information 1.5 0.5 3.1

Maintenance treatment

Change of previous maintenance therapy 39.4 27.9 58.4

No recommendation for maintenance therapy at discharge 18.2 25.0 7.2

Recommended change of the type of inhaler 21.6 15.5 31.6

Recommended education on the proper use of inhalers 6.4 4.3 15.6

Comment on adherence to regular inhalation therapy 20.7 23.4 16.4

Non-pharmacological treatment

Smoking cessation program advised 13.7 7.9 23.1

Pulmonary rehabilitation, advised/appointed 13.4/0.62 0.8/0 36.5/1.8

Early follow-up, advised/appointed 71.7/32.1 78.8/26.9 60.0/44.5

Abbreviations: AE, acute exacerbation; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; Eos, eosinophils; FE, frequent exacerbator; GOLD, Global Initiative on 
COPD; ICS, inhaled corticosteroids.
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these patients (44.5%). In ERDL, the 4-week control was recommended in most patients (78.8%), of whom 26.9% 
received an appropriate referral.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first structured evaluation of discharge records conducted in Croatia in patients with COPD 
presenting to emergency departments, specifically designed to evaluate adherence to the GOLD recommendations.6,23 In 
this data set, we assessed information on items that GOLD considers particularly important for the appropriate manage-
ment of COPD: airflow limitation severity and grades’ categorization, frequency of AEs, proper COPD phenotyping, and 
appropriate prescribing of inhaled treatments, mainly ICS. The results of this study, like some others, showed 
a significant lack of adherence to GOLD AECOPD recommendations in use at that time.22,24,25

Previous and current GOLD reports require categorization of COPD based on spirometry, severity of symptoms, and 
exacerbations frequency, which was neglected by most of DL assessed in this study.6,23 Data on previous spirometry 
(FEV1) were often missing, as well as notes on spirometry eventually performed during hospitalization. Although not 
currently recommended, spirometry during hospitalization in clinically stabilized patients may provide useful data, 
especially when compared with post-discharge outpatient spirometry.26–28

Exacerbations have always been a crucial component of the risk assessment in COPD patients. Given their clinical 
relevance, more emphasis is placed on exacerbations in the 2023 GOLD edition, and the ABCD assessment tool has been 
revised to ABE tool.6 It is recognized that rate of subsequent exacerbations is accelerated by each past exacerbation, 

Figure 1 Changes made at discharge in maintenance treatment recommendations. (A) Hospitalized patients; (B) patients discharged from emergency room. 
Note: Patients who received LAMA + LABA/ICS or LABA/LAMA + ICS concomitantly were included in the triple therapy group. 
Abbreviations: ICS, inhaled corticosteroids; LABA, long-acting beta-agonists; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic agonists.
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therefore the prompt recognition of AEs is of utmost importance for adequate management and consequent reduction of 
negative consequences.29 Frequent exacerbators are characterized by more severe symptoms, increased frequency of 
hospitalizations, and faster disease progression.30 Identification of these patients and timely introduction of the main-
tenance therapy that includes ICS should be clinical priority.31 The number of AEs was reported only in one third of DL, 
while none stated explicitly the phenotype of frequent exacerbator. The severity of the AECOPD was also rarely noted. 
Although hospitalization itself may imply the gravity of the event, the severity of current AE as the leading reason for 
admission was included only in one third of HDL.

GOLD emphasizes a favorable response to ICS-containing maintenance therapy in patients with an increased number 
of blood eosinophils, especially in those with concomitant increased risk of AE.32–35 The number of eosinophils in 
peripheral blood was reported in most DL, but the finding was extremely rarely emphasized in the records, despite the 
high number of patients with significant eosinophilia (>300 Eos/μL).

In a substantial proportion of patients, previous maintenance therapy was escalated mostly to TT (ICS/LABA/ 
LAMA), although TT was suggested in less than half of discharged patients. Previous reports showed the benefits of 
prompt introduction of TT after AECOPD as compared to TT delayed start, ie, significant reduction of exacerbations and 
healthcare costs.36,37 Reducing exacerbations is a key factor in decreasing COPD-related deaths, and current GOLD 
edition includes evidence supporting TT as the only pharmacotherapy reducing mortality.6 In our data set, we noticed that 
methylxanthines, which are not the mainstay of respiratory maintenance therapy, were often used and not further 
discontinued at discharge, although all inhaled COPD drugs are available in Croatia. It is generally accepted, and clearly 
stated in GOLD, that ICS are overutilized in all categories of COPD patients, and a more targeted use of ICS is 
recommended based on documented benefits of ICS withdrawal.6,38 We could not assess the relevance of withdrawal rate 
in our study because ICS weaning is usually performed in an outpatient setting. Surprisingly, we identified that no 
treatment recommendation was given at discharge in 7% of HDL and 25% of ERDL. Consequently, GPs had not received 
any specialist opinion on post-AECOPD maintenance therapy for one fifth of patients.

We also analyzed the adequacy of recommendations on non-pharmacological measures. Smoking cessation was 
documented to reduce mortality in patients with COPD, also having the greatest capacity to influence the natural history 
of the disease.6 With effective resources, long-term quitting success rates of up to 25% could be achieved.38 Therefore, 
smoking cessation recommendations should be part of every discharge plan,6,39,40 but it was advised only in a quarter of 
discharge notes, with poor rates of appointments for smoking cessation services. Similarly, pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) 
helps improve exercise capacity and quality of life in COPD patients by reducing fatigue and dyspnea.41 In our dataset, 
one third of DL further recommended PR, and only 4 patients were provided actual referrals. Comparably low rates of 
referral to PR have been reported in other studies.42 Vaccination against influenza and pneumococcus was advised even 
less, only in 10% of overall DL, although the finding is comparable to other reports.22,25

Finally, GOLD emphasizes the importance of follow-up visits after an AECOPD event. Missing the 30-day follow-up 
visit to pulmonologist was associated with a significantly increased risk for ER visit and re-admission within 3 months 
from discharge.43,44 Even though many DL included recommendations for early follow-up, only a few patients received 
an appropriate referral.

In general, the inaccuracy seen in AECOPD discharge notes and the lack of information continuity required in the 
transition of care result in worse patient outcomes, including a high re-admission rate.45 In this regard, various 
improvement measures have been proposed. For example, Epstein et al designed and successfully implemented 
a decision support tool to automatically generate discharge recommendations based on GOLD guidelines.22 These led 
to substantial improvements of recommendations for long-acting medications, smoking cessation, vaccination and 
pulmonologist check-up. Another attempt to optimize management after an AECOPD is to use care bundle, which is 
a set of structured evidence-based practices directed to improve patient outcomes in common chronic conditions.46 The 
most frequently used individual interventions were proper inhaler technique demonstrations, educational programs on 
self-management, assessments/referrals for PR, arrangement of outpatient follow-ups, and referrals to a smoking cessa-
tion program.47,48 Only few studies focused on COPD discharge care bundles in ER, probably due to complexity of 
management and pressure on clinicians’ to deliver acute medical care. However, adherence to a COPD care bundle in 
patients treated for an AE at ER was shown to significantly reduce 30-day ER re-visits.48 Reports of the effectiveness of 
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hospital discharge care bundles are much more numerous, but not uniform in conclusions. In two single-center, 
randomized trials from USA and France, discharge care bundles proved insufficient to reduce the 30-day risk of re- 
admission, ER visits or death rate.49,50 On the other hand, two review studies reported that hospital discharge care 
bundles led to fewer re-admissions but did not significantly improve mortality or quality of life.46,47 Accordingly, GOLD 
states that no standards can be applied currently, and includes discharge criteria, and recommendations for early and late 
follow-ups after AECOPD.6

The retrospective nature of this study limits the generalizability of results. Perhaps more procedures, interventions, 
and recommendations were provided to patients, but not recorded in the discharge records. Although collected in 
a relatively short and specific pre-pandemic COVID-19 period, these data are the first structured nation-wide attempt 
to measure adherence to guidelines. The findings will serve as reference for initiating discussions at local level with the 
aim to improve care after AECOPD discharge. Standardizing DL and follow-up studies to measure their effectiveness are 
required.

Conclusion
We identified significant insufficiencies in the surveyed discharge records, which were not compliant with the GOLD 
guidelines. The lack of GOLD-based recommendations is concerning because it could jeopardize the continuity of care. 
This also translates into a missed opportunity for GPs to become familiar with and adhere to the GOLD recommenda-
tions. Our findings emphasize the necessity to increase compliance to guidelines first at specialist level, so that simple 
tools like discharge records can adequately contribute to improving COPD care.
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